Lindab Buildings, s.r.o.
International company operating in the steel industry, based in Přerov is looking for

C++ PROGRAMMER

Contract type/duration: Permanent

Place of work: Přerov

Mission:
- Developing, maintaining and designing unique engineer software
- Participate in application definitiv activities including feature analysis and system trade-offs

Required qualification/ special experiences:
- High level of C++ programming language knowledge
- Technical or IT college or university degree
- English knowledge at communication level
- Creative, precise, independent working

Advantages:
- C# and Delphi programming language knowledge
- Engineering knowledge
- TeklaStructures CAD program knowledge
- Experience in 3D programming

Languages: English (experienced)
German/French/Czech/Russian/Swedish are considered as advantage

We offer:
- Full time employment
- Diverse tasks
- Continuous development opportunity in international environment
- Competitive salary

If you are interested in this exciting opportunity, please email directly your updated CV in English and Czech to m.novotna@astron.biz
For further queries please contact, Michaela Novotna – HR Manager, on (m) +420 602 719 210 or (tel) +420 581 250 240